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Start Raising Your Own Flock of Chickens with This Essential Guide! Everything You Need to Get

Started! Includes Bonus Chicken Coop Building Guide! Raising and breeding chickens is an

incredibly rewarding hobby, and all you need is the right guidance to get you started. This is exactly

what this essential guide provides. You will learn how to choose the right breed, the things you need

to consider before committing to keeping backyard chickens, how to purchase and raise baby

chicks, how to purchase and start with adult birds, and everything you need to consider when

selecting or designing your chicken coop. By the end of this guide, you will know how to: Purchase

your birds, what to look for when purchasing your birds, how many to purchase, and what gender.

Raise chickens in any backyard. House your chickens. Feed and care for your flock. Raise baby

chicks. Prevent and control pests. Protect your flock from predators. Prevent and deal with internal

and external parasites. And much more! Not only will you be introduced to the essentials of raising

chickens, but you will also learn about the challenges that many initially face, and how to overcome

them. Buy This Essential Guide Now and Kickstart Your Chicken Raising Journey!
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This guidebook is helpful and well written. Inside of this book the author has described about the

essential backyard chickens. This guidebook is perfect for the beginners. It is true that raising and

breeding chickens are an amazing hobby. The last few months I was searching for the prefect guide

book which can help me to learn about the essential of backyard chicken. Suddenly, last week my



cousin recommended me about this book and I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t forget to purchase this

book.By reading this book I have learned about how to choose the right breed. This book also

guided me about how to purchase and raise baby chicks. By reading this book I have understood

about how to raise chickens in any backyard. The author of this book has done an excellent job and

he has described each essential step by step. All instructions are clearly explained with easy to

understand language. By reading this book I have learned lots of things like prevents & control

pests, protect my flock from predators, how to deal with internal & external parasites and much

more. This book really helped me a lot and for that reason I did not forget to post my honest

reviews. If you think it is helpful then please donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t forget to give me a vote.

Great introductory guide to all aspects of having backyard chickens. We are hopefully going to be

getting some in our backyard very soon. I plan on using the information I learned here to create our

own chicken oasis. Granted some of the information is available on the web and in magazines but

here it is in an easily digestible form. I was very interested in the topic and the way in which it was

presented. This is an excellent book for raising a few chickens in a small backyard. It covers all the

basics and is very thorough, even with ideas to deal with city ordinances.There are many online

resources included for further study. I would recommend this to anyone who hoped to learn how to

start having fresh eggs each day.

This was fantastic. Had everything I needed to know and more. I feel so much more confident

knowing all the different types of breeds of chickens and which ones are the best egg layers, what

the best type of food is for the chickens, how to set up the brooder light effectively, and how to deal

with common mistakes and even deal with pests.So well organized and I'll definitely be referencing

the book again.

As a child I recall having several chickens bought froma chicken farm. My family and I bought

several baby chicks and allowed them to roam freely in our big field/yard behind our bungalow. We

bought chicks twice, they were a fond part of my childhood memories. The book was like a trip down

memory lane for me. I recall wildly chasing the chicks and the mama hen would try to protect her

young. She would also lay an egg every morning. However things did not go well as stray cats had

my backyard chickens for dinner on multiple occasions.I realized that as a child I made many

mistakes in rearing and harvesting the eggs from my chickens. It was indeed very helpful and

perhaps has spurred me into rearing chickens again. Now to find a backyard.. Great book for



sustaining chickens. The best eggs are the ones which are freshly hatched

This is the perfect book to get you started with chickens, from what kind to get,how many , what you

intend and how to keep them. One helpful hint I got was to slightly bury my coop to keep other

critters from digging in underneath. The coop is very important and here you will find just exactly

how to make one yourself. Get it now.

I would have given this book four stars if it had contained photos. The overall information is good - -

written for people who have never raised chickens before. But it would have been tremendously

helpful had there been photos included, especially when describing the different breeds and egg

variations.

Very easy read. If you are unsure if you would like to keep chickens in your yard, you can finish this

book in 2-3 sittings and have a very good idea of what you might get yourself into. 4 stars because I

think there are a great many details that are left out, however for someone completely new to raising

chickens it seems like an excellent way to start learning.

This book is a great guide for raising chickens. It provides pictures with explanations about

everything. Which breed should I choose? How many to purchase and what gender? What should I

feed them? How could I protect them from pests, predatorsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ etc. The author shows

in a very interesting way how to take care of your chickens from a to z. Many thanks to the author.
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